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Amendments to the Claims 

3. (Amended) [The] A._method for cutting a link between interconnected circuits[ of claim 

1], comprising the following steps: 

directing a laser upon an electrically-conductive cutlink pad conductively bonded 

between a first electrically-conductive line and a second electrically-conductive 

line on a substrate, the cut-link pad having substantially less thermal resistance 

per unit length than each of the first and second lines, wherein the width of the 

cut-link pad is at least ten percent greater than the width of each of the first and 

second electrically-conductive lines; and 

maintaining the laser upon the cut-link pad until the laser infuses sufficient energy 

into the cut-link pad to break the conductive link across the cut-link pad between 

the pair of electrically-conductive lines, wherein the electrically-conductive cut

link pad has an inner surface facing the substrate and an opposing outer surface 

facing away from the substrate, the first and second electrically-conductive lines 

extending from the inner surface into the substrate. 

4. (Original) The method of claim 3, wherein the laser beam extends across the entirety of 

the cut-link pad when the laser is directed upon the cut-link pad. 

6. (Amended) The method of claim [1].;l, wherein the width of the cut-link pad is at least 

twenty-five percent greater than the width of each of the first and second electrically

conductive lines. 

7. (Amended) The method of claim [1].;l, wherein the width of the cut-link pad is at least 

fifty percent greater than the width of each of the first and second electrically-conductive 

lines. 
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8. (Amended) The method of claim 7, wherein the cut-link pad [is comprised of] comprises 

a composition substantially identical to the composition of the first and second 

electrically-conductive lines. 

11. (Original) A method for cutting a link between interconnected circuits comprising the 

following steps: 

directing a laser upon an electrically-conductive cut-link pad conductively bonded 

between a first electrically-conductive line and a second electrically-conductive 

line on a substrate, the cut-link pad having substantially less thermal resistance 

per unit length than each of the first and second lines, wherein the cut-link pad is 

formed of a material that has greater thermal conductivity than the material that 

forms each of the first and second electrically-conductive lines; and 

maintaining the laser upon the cut-link pad until the laser infuses sufficient energy 

into the cut-link pad to break the conductive link across the cut-link pad between 

the pair of electrically-conductive lines. 

13. (Amended) The method of claim [1]1, wherein a passivative layer covers the cut-link 

pad. 

14. (Original) A method for cutting a link between interconnected circuits comprising the 

following steps: 

directing a laser upon an electrically-conductive cut-link pad conductively bonded 

between a first electrically-conductive line and a second electrically-conductive 

line on a substrate, the cut-link pad having substantially less thermal resistance 

per unit length than each of the first and second lines, wherein the cut-link pad is 

covered with a passivative layer that is harder than the substrate; and 
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maintaining the laser upon the cut-link pad until the laser infuses sufficient energy 

into the cut-link pad to break the conductive link across the cut-link pad between 

the pair of electrically-conductive lines. 

15. (Amended) The method of claim 14, wherein the passivation layer [is] comprises [of] 

silicon nitride. 

17. (Amended) [The] A._method for cutting a link between interconnected circuits[ of claim 

1], comprising the following steps: 

directing a laser upon an electrically-conductive cutlink pad conductively bonded 

between a first electrically-conductive line and a second electrically-conductive 

line on a substrate, the cut-link pad having substantially less thermal resistance 

per unit length than each of the first and second lines, wherein the width of the 

cut-link pad is at least ten percent greater than the width of each of the first and 

second electrically-conductive lines; and 

maintaining the laser upon the cut-link pad until the laser infuses sufficient energy 

into the cut-link pad to break the conductive link across the cut-link pad between 

the pair of electrically-conductive lines, wherein a passivative layer covers the 

cut-link pad, and the electrically-conductive cut-link pad has an inner surface 

facing the substrate and an opposing outer surface facing away from the substrate, 

the first and second electrically-conductive lines extending from the inner surface 

into the substrate. 

18. (Original) The method of claim 17, wherein the laser beam extends across the entirety of 

the cut-link pad when the laser is directed upon the cut-link pad. 
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21. (Amended) The method of claim 13, wherein the cut-link pad [is comprised of] 

comprises a material with greater thermal conductivity than the material comprising each 

of the first and second electrically-conductive lines. 

22. (New) The method of claim 21, wherein the cut-link pad comprises aluminum. 

23. (New) The method of claim 3, wherein the cut-link pad has a greater cross-sectional area 

than the first and second electrically-conductive lines, wherein the cross-sectional area of 

the cut-link pad is the product of a width and a height of the cut-link pad, the first and 

second electrically-conductive lines comprise vias, and the cross-sectional area of each of 

the first and second electrically-conductive lines is defined by a width of the 

corresponding via. 

24. (New) The method of claim 13, wherein the passivative layer comprises silicon nitride. 

25. (New) The method of claim 4, wherein the cut-link pad has a length of 2-3 microns, and 

the first and second electrically-conductive lines each have a diameter of about 0.5 

microns. 

26. (New) The method of claim 11, wherein the electrically-conductive cut-link pad has an 

inner surface facing the substrate and an opposing outer surface facing away from the 

substrate, the first and second electrically-conductive lines extending from the inner 

surface into the substrate. 

27. (New) The method of claim 26, further comprising a passivative silicon nitride layer that 

covers the cut-link pad. 

28. (New) The method of claim 11, wherein the cut-link pad comprises aluminum. 
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